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Education is the process of impacting
knowledge and skills on an individual or a
group of people. The importance of
education has been recognised thus, it is one
of the rights every citizen of the country
should enjoy but unfortunately the education
of girl child has been neglected. 

Even though this is gradually taking a new toll,
more effort is required. Females are
perceived as the bedrock of every society
because they are mostly responsible for the
upbringing of the children.
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An educated mother (female) with good
character which is acquired during the
process of education tends to teach her
children all she's got and then thus
reflects in the society and vice versa. Girl
child education is also important
especially when skills or vocations are
taught, she gets to become less
dependent.

Education also helps to stay in marriage.
With all this benefits attached to girl child
education, it is then wrong to stay
education makes one irresponsible as
perceived by some people.



MORE ISSUES...

1.     Limit should be set to hawking so that females can get chance to be educated.

2.     Parents should endeavour to educate their girl child as this helps breed a well to   
        do society.

3.     The fear of God should be inculcated in heart of girl child before sending them to 
        school.

4.     Parents should also pray for the progress of their children.

5.     When children are in school especially higher institutions of learning they should  
        not be left to themselves. Parents should try to check on them once in a while.

6.     Community should support girls child education in any little way they can

7.     Both parents should play part in education of girl child as this becomes difficult  
        for just one

8.     Parents should not complain when their children are disciplined in school. 
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